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The right tool for every application

Energy sales for business 
customers

Market price curves for 
electricity and gas

Portfolio management 
for INIPRO

Time series management 
for electricity and gas

Weather stations and 
climate data

We are fl exible in ever respect: beyond our tools, we also off er 
individual software development on customer request, energy industry analysis & consulting. 
Visit our website https://timpetools.de and learn more.

solutions for energy sales & trade 



What is 
EMDaCS?

Who is 
EMDaCS for?

What can 
EMDaCS do? 

FOR BUSINESS CUSTOMERS:   
Orientation and security in energy procurement

FOR ENERGY SUPPLIERS:
Automated energy sales for your individual busi-
ness customers

FOR ENERGY CONSULTANTS:  
Portfolio reports for all customers directly in the 
portal

EMDaCS calculates electricity and gas prices for 
individual load profiles based on data from energy 
exchanges in real-time. This ensures that you are 
always up to date.

REAL TIME PRICE CALCULATION

With EMDaCS, you have access to historical price 
developments. This gives you a complete overview.

TRANSPARENCY THANKS TO PRICE 
HISTORY

EMDaCS stands for Energy Market Data and Com-
munication System.

Due to the unique consumption profiles of indi-
vidual business customers, the effort required for 
calculation and quotation has been high to date. 
The process often takes several days and therefore 
does not pay off in many cases.

EMDaCS solves this problem by bringing energy 
suppliers and business customers together on a  
user-friendly digital platform: 
With EMDaCS, timpetools is digitizing the quota-
tion process with forecasting and pricing for the 
first time in Germany. This includes load profiles 
with recording power measurement (RLM). 

The sales communication and the entire energy 
procurement process between suppliers and cus-
tomers radically simplifies energy sales.

The advantages 
of EMDaCS 
at a glance

With the help of EMDaCS algorithms, you can 
easily calculate load forecasts and their prices 
digitally with just a few clicks. This saves you 
time and resources.

SIMPLE FORECASTS

No price negotiations, no lengthy communica-
tion: your business customers handle all energy 
procurement via EMDaCS - completely digitally. 
Energy consultants can simulate a real purchase 
by entering date and price.

QUICK PURCHASE PROCESSING

EMDaCS offers a highly secure platform with 
2-factor authentication and a 4-eyes principle.

MAXIMUM SECURITY

FLEXIBLE PROCUREMENT STRATEGIES
In addition to key date procurement, manual and 
automated tranche procurement as well as spot 
market procurement are also supported with  
EMDaCS. Switching between these strategies is 
easily possible.

We would be happy to present EMDaCS to you without any obligation.
Of course, if desired, we can also visit you on site.


